This paper gives a tensor product theorem for the coordinate rings of the finite-dimensional Witt groups. This theorem leads to a demonstration of the equivalence of the representation theory of the Witt groups with that of certain truncated polynomial rings.
Introduction. The Steinberg tensor product theorem [1, Ch. A, §7] for a simply connected, semisimple algebraic group G in characteristic p displays irreducible G-modules as tensor products of Frobenius powers of infinitesimally irreducible G-modules (modules which are irreducible for the kernel G 1 of the Frobenius morphism of G).
A goal of modular representation theory is the expression of the coordinate ring of G in terms of tensor products of Frobenius powers of G-modules which are suitably elementary for G 1 . In this paper, we give a tensor product theorem for the finite-dimensional Witt groups. We produce a subcoalgebra C of the coordinate ring A of the m-dimensional Witt group W m which is isomorphic to the coordinate ring of the kernel W 
is the canonical morphism onto C (g) (g) C (pW) <g) fc. Let > C (g) C ίp> (x) (x) C (3>W) be the coalgebra inductive limit of the n family.
Let
A be the quotient morphism, where M (?>) is the image of the augmentation ideal Munder the Frobenius morphism. We show in §3 that there is a coalgebra splitting s:
()• We require some facts from [3, Def* 6] of K* Newman* Let W m+1 be the (m + l)-dimensional Witt group over k = F p , with coordinate ring A m+1 .
As an algebra, A m+1 is the polynomial ring
Grade A m+1 by letting X p i have degree pS The coproduct Δ of A m+1 is the following: ΔX p i = Σ£o Qy ® Q*w> where Qy is a homogeneous (relative to the grading) polynomial of degree j. In particular, Q o = 1, Q p i = X p i and {Qi}fΓo is a sequence of divided powers.
Since degree A)* is the restricted universal enveloping algebra of (M/MT [3, 13.2.3] 
and / is an isomorphism, s = f~ι is the coalgebra splitting of Π that we use. [4] or by inspection, and dim fc (C ® C {p) (x) (x) Q pt~l) ) = p mί , /Zomult. is an isomorphism of coalgebras. In particular, C(x) C {p) (x) (x) C (ί>ί~1} ^-> A is injective. Hence, # is injective. , X p m-ι for Λf/Λί 2 by fj(X p i) -δ iS . We have the following to complete the proof.
( By this lemma, the algebra map from the polynomial ring k[f] to U mapping / to / x induces an isomorphism of fc-algebras Denote by R n the set of isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional representations of W m whose coefficients lie in C® C {p) (x) (g) of (1) induces a bisection R n -> 5 % such that £ p commutes by (2) . Therefore, R^ B. 
